We calculate the complete closed string high energy scattering amplitudes (HSA) in the Regge regime for arbitrary mass levels. As an application, we deduce the complete ratios among closed string HSA in the fixed angle regime by using Stirling number identities. These results are in contrast with the incomplete set of closed string HSA in the fixed angle regime calculated previously.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently high-energy, fixed angle behavior of string scattering amplitudes [1] [2] [3] was intensively reinvestigated [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] for string states at arbitrary mass levels. The motivation was to uncover the long-sought hidden stringy spacetime symmetry. A saddle-point method was developed to calculate the general formula for tree-level high-energy open string scattering amplitudes of four arbitrary string states. Remarkably, it was found that there is only one independent component of the amplitudes at each fixed mass level, and ratios among high energy scattering amplitudes of different string states at each mass level can be obtained.
However, it was soon realized that [13] the saddle-point method was applicable to (t, u) channel only but not (s, t) channel. It was also pointed out that, through the observation of the KLT formula [14] , this difficulty is associated with the lack of saddle-point in the integration regime for the closed string calculation. To calculate the complete high energy closed string scattering amplitudes in the fixed angle regime [13] , one had to rely on calculation based on the method of decoupling of zero-norm states [15] [16] [17] in the spectrum.
With this new input, an infinite number of linear relations among high energy scattering amplitudes of different string states can be derived and the complete ratios among high energy closed string scattering amplitudes at each fixed mass level can be determined. One can now calculate only high energy amplitude corresponding to the highest spin state at each mass level in the spectrum, and the complete closed string scattering amplitudes can then be obtained.
In this paper, we will use another method to calculate the closed string ratios in the fixed angle regime mentioned above. We will calculate the complete closed string scattering amplitudes in the Regge regime, which have not been considered in the literature so far.
It turned out that both the saddle-point method and the method of decoupling of zeronorm states adopted in the calculation of fixed angle regime do not apply to the case of Regge regime. However a direct calculation is manageable. The calculation will be based on the KLT formula and the open string (s, t) channel scattering amplitudes in the Regge regime calculated previously [18] . By using a set of Stirling number identities developed in combinatoric number theory [19] , one can then extract the ratios in the fixed angle regime from Regge closed string scattering amplitudes.
II. FIXED ANGLE SCATTERING
We begin with a brief review of high energy string scatterings in the fixed angle regime,
where s, t and u are the Mandelstam variables and θ is the CM scattering angle. It was shown [7, 8] that for the 26D open bosonic string the only states that will survive the high-energy limit at mass level M 
where the polarizations of the 2nd particle with momentum k 2 on the scattering plane were defined to be
the longitudinal polarization and e T = (0, 0, 1) the transverse polarization. Note that e P approaches to e L in the fixed angle regime. For simplicity, we choose k 1 , k 3 and k 4 to be tachyons. It turned out that the (t, u) channel of the scattering amplitudes can be calculated by using the saddle-point method and the final results are [7, 8, 13 ]
To calculate the high energy, fixed angle closed string scattering amplitudes, one encountered the well-known difficulty of the lack of saddle-point in the integration regime. In fact, it was demonstrated [13] by three evidences that the standard saddle-point calculation for high energy closed string scattering amplitudes was not reliable. It was also pointed out [13] that this difficulty is associated with the lack of saddle-point in the integration regime for the calculation of (s, t) channel high energy open string scattering amplitudes. This can be seen from a formula by Kawai, Lewellen and Tye (KLT), which expresses the relation between tree amplitudes of closed and open string (α
Note that Eq. (5) 
The high energy limit of Eq.(6) can then be calculated to be [13] 
The factor
which was missing in the literature [1, 20] has important physical interpretations. The presence of poles give infinite number of resonances in the string spectrum and zeros give the coherence of string scatterings. These poles and zeros survive in the high energy limit and can not be dropped out. Presumably, the factor triggers the failure of saddle point calculation mentioned above.
To calculate the complete high energy closed string scattering amplitudes, one had to rely on calculation based on the method of decoupling of zero-norm states, or stringy Ward identities, in the spectrum. With this new input, an infinite number of linear relations among high energy scattering amplitudes of different string states can be derived, and the complete ratios among high energy closed string scattering amplitudes at each fixed mass level can be shown to be the tensor product of two sets of (t, u) channel open string ratios in eq.(3). The complete high energy closed string and (s, t) channel open string scattering amplitudes can then be obtained by Eqs. (5) and (7). An explicit calculation for the lowest mass level case was presented in [13] . Another independent method to obtain the closed string ratios is to calculate high energy string scattering amplitudes in the Regge regime, which we will discuss in the next section.
III. REGGE SCATTERING
Another high energy regime of string scattering amplitudes, which contains complementary information of the theory, is the fixed momentum transfer or Regime regime. That is in the kinematic regime
It was found [18] that the number of high energy scattering amplitudes for each fixed mass level in this regime is much more numerous than that of fixed angle regime calculated previously. On the other hand, it seems that both the saddle-point method and the method of decoupling of zero-norm states adopted in the calculation of fixed angle regime do not apply to the case of Regge regime. However the calculation is still manageable, and the general formula for the high energy (s, t) channel open string scattering amplitudes at each fixed mass level can be written down explicitly.
It was shown that the most general high energy open string states in the Regge regime
at each fixed mass level n = n,m lk n + mq m are
For our purpose here, however, we will only calculate scattering amplitudes corresponding to the vertex in Eq.(2). The relevant kinematics are
and
The Regge scattering amplitude for the (s, t) channel was calculated to be [18] 
In Eq. (13) U is the Kummer function of the second kind and is defined to be
where
is the Kummer function of the first kind. Note that the second argument of Kummer function c = t 2 + 2 − 2m, and is not a constant as in the usual case.
We now proceed to calculate the Regge (t, u) channel scattering amplitude. The high energy limit of the amplitude can be written as
We can make a change of variable y =
to transform the integral of Eq.(15) to
In the Regge limit, the beta function can be approximated by
where (a) j = a(a+1)(a+2)...(a+j −1) is the Pochhammer symbol. In the above calculation, we have used s + t + u = 2n − 8. Finally, the (t, u) channel amplitude can be written as
We can now explicitly write down the general formula for high energy closed string scattering amplitude corresponding to the closed string state n; 2m, 2m
By using Eqs. (5), (13) and (18), the amplitude is
The Regge scattering amplitudes at each fixed mass level are no longer proportional to each other. The ratios are t dependent functions and can be calculated to be
An interesting observation [18] is that the coefficients of the leading power oft ′ in Eq.
(21) can be identified with the ratios in Eqs. (3) . To ensure this identification, we need the following identity
Note that n effects only the sub-leading terms in O 1 t ′ m+1 . Eq.(21) was exactly proved [18] for n = 0, 1 by using Stirling number identities developed in combinatoric number theory [19] . For general integer n case, only the identity corresponging to the term
was rigoursly proved [21] but not other "0 identities". We conjecture that Eq. 
through the Regge calculation presented in this paper. This may turn out to be important for the understanding of algebraic structure of stringy symmetry.
In conclusion, a direct calculation of general formula for high energy closed string scattering amplitudes is doable in the Regge regime and is calculated in Eq. (20), but not in the fixed angle regime. The ratios among high energy closed string scattering amplitudes for each fixed mass level in the fixed angle regime, which were calculated previously by the method of decoupling of zero norm states, can be alternatively deduced from general formula of high energy closed string scattering amplitudes in the Regge regime. The result that the ratios can be expressed in terms of Kummer functions in the Regge calculation presented in this paper may help to understand the algebraic structure of stringy symmetry.
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